
M.I.T. WFT

Our company is certi�ed according to the quality standards 
of ISO 9001:2008 and environmental standard ISO 14001:2004

M.I.T. WFT
Modular Individual Transport System 
for large and heavy loads. 

>>  The WFT Services 
• Planning and construction
• Order controlling-production-assembly-logistics
• Welding parts: production and processing
• Large parts processing  (up to 100 tons)
• Mechanical processing: milling, turning, grinding
• Heat and Surface treatment
• Complete modules and equipment: construction, production, 
  assembly - even onsite 
• Tooling: planning, design, production
• Measurement technology, Quality assurance
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M.I.T. WFT  THE MODULAR, FLEXIBLE TRANSPORT SOLUTION 

Are you looking for a way to move and precisely position heavy loads in any direction over an area?
The modular design and custom configuration according to product and processes requirements 
makes this possible!
This flexible system with a wide variety of options lets vehicles adapt to meet specific customer 
requirements.

>>  Unrestricted mobility

Space and process optimization 
in all directions.

The special drive system enables vehicles to move in all 
directions. Driving at an angle and turning on the spot is 
not a problem. This significantly reduces space require-
ments for internal logistics and production. Small obstac-
les on the floor and slight inclines are overcome with 
ease, making it possible to drive in and out of the factory.

>>  Control simply, 
drive with precision

Right to the destination 
with simple control.

Options such as sensor-guided directional control and po-
sitioning allow for precise movement throughout the logi-
stics and process chain. 
System control takes place using a mobile console with 
joystick and cable or radio link. The optional sensor-guided 
system enables the vehicles to drive automatically. 

>>  Large dimensions, 
heavy loads

Expandable and linkable.

No problem with “M.I.T WFT”. The high vehicle load 
capacities are designed for the respective requirements. 
The mechanical and electrical linking of two or more 
vehicles allows you to expand and adapt loads and 
dimensions to meet individual needs.

>>  Individual customer-speci�c 
con�guration

Exclusive and unique.

WFT will design the vehicle according to your wishes and 
requirements. The integration of lifting, turning, pivoting 
or other devices and the set up of complete, mobile work- 
stations or robots with additional vertical and/or horizon-
tal axis are just some examples of the various possibilities.

>>  Eco-friendly, powerful

Tailored capacity.

The special developed 8x electric drive with integrated 
recovery of the braking energy in combination with the 
application-designed battery pack guarantees completely 
silent, emission-free operation. The operating times are 
adapted to customer requirements with various battery 
capacities and charging cycles.

Base vehicle M.I.T. - 2A M.I.T. - 4A M.I.T. - 6A M.I.T. - 8A

Total weight 25.000 kg 40.000 kg 60.000 kg 80.000 kg

Weight (about) 3.000 kg 5.000 kg 6.000 kg 7.000 kg

Speed 3,5 km/h 3,5 km/h 3,5 km/h 3,5 km/h

Drive (maintenance-free) Electric Motor Electric Motor Electric Motor Electric Motor

Position accuracy (standard) ± 3mm ± 3mm ± 3mm ± 3mm

Charger 220V (integrated) X X X X

Size LxBxH 3200 x 2300 x 500 mm 3200 x 2300 x 500 mm 5200 x 2300 x 500 mm 6400 x 2300 x 500 mm

Base price 49.900 € 75.000 € 100.000 € 125.000 €

Set of batteries 48 V (4 pieces) 1x 1x 2x 2x

portable control unit (incl. cable) X X X X

Options M.I.T. - 2A M.I.T. - 4A M.I.T. - 6A M.I.T. - 8A
Additional set of batteries 48 V X X X X

Radio remote control with display X X X X

Scanner shutdown X X X X

Rotating cameras X X X X

Atex - Protection Zone 22 X X X X

Coupling capability X X X X

Optical tracking X X X X

Tracking inductively X X X X

Lifting Table X X X X

Lifting, pivoting, turning gears X X X X

Dimensions individually expandable X X X X

Product-speci�c structures X X X XPrices for accessories on request
No responsibility is subject to change


